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Exploratory Study to Determine the 2:ffects of
Generalized Academie Performance ,!]xpectations Lpon the
Activity and Influence of Studants lngaged in a Group

Simulation Game

A critical question for classroom rcaearch today is

the understanding of the self-fulfilling prophecy. If it is

true that some of the variank:e in achievement is produced by

the expectations for performance held by teachers and students,

educators are somehow defeating their own ends. If initial

expectations can impair a student's motivation and persis-

tence at new educational tasks, it is vital that we under-

stand the sources of these expectations in order that we

may be able to modify them. Ue must have a satisfying ex-

planation for this process before recommending effective

methods of short-circuiting the seLf-fulfilling prophecy.

At the moment it is not at all clear whether manipulation

should begin with teacher e-.7pectation, with student expec-

tations or with other more general features of the class-

room which are necessary conditions for the occurrence of

this process.

'brookover was one of the first sociologists to become

interested in the self-fulfilling prophecy occurring in

students. He was able to shu:7 that a student's academic

self-concept predicted his pc.L.fonm7Inco, holding ability

level constant (1965). loscnth:11 and Jacobson's study of

the manipulation of teacher elTectations, tried to show

that if the teacher e7:::ccted certain children to bloom
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intellectually, these children would be more likely to

show IQ score gains over time than children for whom there

was no such expectation (1966). There has been some ques-

tion of the reliability of these results, but a irore detailed

study of sequences of interaction between teachers and

students ith high and low perceived academic achievement

by Good and Jro:phy (1970) reveals hishly suggestive dif-

ferences in the activity levels of perceived high and low

achievers and in the differential response of teachers to

children with different perceived achievement levels.

Teachers consistently favored "highs" over "lows" in

demanding and reinforcins quality of performance. The

"highs" were more frequently praised when correct and

less frequently criticized when incorrect or unable to

respond. Teachers were wore persistent in eliciting re-

sponses from "highs't than frohi "lows". They were more

Likely to supply the answer and call on another child when

responding to the "lows". Furthermore "highs" initiated

more work-related contacts and created more response oppor-

tunities for themselves.

The teacher's expectations for the student and the

student's expectations for himself are not the only vari-

ables involved. Zarly research shows that the other stu-

dents in the class show considerable agreement in ranking

students on achievement status. Lippitt and Gold were able

to determine that the most important characteristic by which
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children discriminated between one another were; the

affective dimension, expertness in school activities and

coercability. Of the three, the affective dimension and

expertness in school activities were the most significant

(Gold, 1956; Lippitt : Cold, 1959). In these studies there

is a high degree of agreement between the students in a

class on where the fellow-students rank on school success

and ability. It way be inferred from these studies that

other students function as "significant others" in the

formation of a student's expectations for his own performance.

This interplay of expectations and evaluations suggests

that the phenomenon of the self-fulfilling prophecy in the

classroom can be seen as an instance of the operation of

the activation of general expectations described by the

Theory of Status Characteristics and Expectation States

(erger, Cohen C. Zelditch, 1966). If it can be shown that

willingness to participate on a new and differbrit task is a

function of expectations stemming from one's perceived

position on a rank order of academic ability, there is a

gain of all the advantages of that theory's explanation of

how and why initial expectations, based on status come to

diffuse to new situations and produce the same rank ordering

of prestige and power on the new situations as in previous

situations.

4
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ILRE'Cia .c1.

lihat is this theoretical explanation and why would its

use provide us with a basis for "short circuitins" the

self-fulfilling prophecy? In an extensive body of empirical

tests of the theory, researchers have been able to show that

Diffuse Status Characteristics and General i'erformance Char-

acteristics are capable of generating general expectations

for competence or incompetence which will spread to new

situations, even when the new situation has no'relevance

whatsoever either to the status characteristic or to the

previous evaluations of the person's performance. i. Affuse

Status Characteristic is a distinction in social rank com-

monly agreed upon throughout a society such as race, social

class or organizational rank. In Cohen's laboratory study

of interracial work croups white Sunior hish school boys

were much more active and influential than black Senior

high school boys on an unfamiliar non-acadel,Lic same. The

boys had no basis for prior evaluation of each other aside

from knowledge of each other's race. ievertheless, the

power and prestise order W: the new problan-solvins group

repeated the status order of the outside society with

great regularity (Cohen, 1971). This is just one example of

the many studieS demonstrating.the spread of-expectations from

a -stus Vttrer to a new situation-.(lierger,. Co.heri & Zelditch., 3966).

Social status taken from the outer society is not the

same concept as ranking on a General ?erformance Characteristic

5
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in a classroom. );ecent developments by researchers on

expectation States have shown that if the only thins one

group member knows about another croup wember is that he

has higher scores on two related tests of perforicance, this

status order (based on prior performance) will cenerate

expectations for competence or incompetence on new tasks,

even though the new tasks bear no resemblance to the tasks

where evaluations were made (iTeese, 1970).

ianking on two or more performance cauabilities re-

lated to each other is referred to technically as a Gen-

eral performance Characteristic (Freese and Cohen, 1971).

Vreese asserts that expectations associated with a

specific performance characteristic will determine an ob-

servable power and prestige order in a ne task situa-

tion if the characteristic is directly related to at least

one other specific performance characteristic. If the

specific performance characteristic can not be related to

another, the generalization process is believed less likely

to occur. An example of a specific performance charac-

teristic would be the ability to speak well in public, to

read well or to have computational skill. The formal

definition of a specific performance characteristic

follows.

Definition 1. Specific 2erformance Characteristic (C):

A specific performance characteristic C is any
characteristic of an actor for which it is the
case that, from p's point of view:



(1) there are at least two states, such that
there is associated with each state a different
probability of successful task performance, and

(2) the states of the characteristic are dif-
ferentially evaluated

(3) the characteristic is instrumental to a
set of tasks (3:'reese, 1970, p. 13).

If competence is assigned on two specific performance

characteristics which imply each other, TTeese and Cohen

speak of the creation of a general performance characteristic.

efinition 2. General L'erformance Characteristic (G):

L. general performance characteristic is any
characteristic of an actor for which it is the
case that; There are at least two states, such
that the states of the characteristic consist
of a balanced set of symetrically related states
of specific performance characteristics (I reese
and Cohen, 1971. p. 6).

1,reese and Cohen define some of the above terms as

follows;

set is meant a collection of at least two or more
states of charcteristics. ,y balanced set is meant
that all members of the set have the same evaluation,
either 13ositive or negative. ly symmetrically related,
or symmetrically relevant, is meant that possession
of any one member of the set implies the expected
possession from p's point of view, of all other mem-
bers of the set (Treese and Cohen, 1971).

An example of a general performance characteristic would

be to be a good athlete, to be a good student or to be

recognized as good at mechanics. Vor this investigation,

the perceptions class members hold of one another on Per-

ceived Academic Ability was identified as an instance of a

General Performance Characteristic.
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The purpose of this study is to show that Perceived

Academic Ability is capable of generating expectations in

the same manner as a General Performanc Characteristic

has been shown to Generate expectations in a laboratory

setting. In order to test this pr000sition we had to find

a task, outside the ordinary classroom setting which met the

specifications of the theory for a situation where general

expectations for competence stemming from a General ier-

formance Characteristic would be activated. The task had'

to be interdependent, emotionally involving and unrelated

to specific classroom performance characteristics. If we

could show that croups composed of youngsters taken from an

ongoing classroom with different rankings on Perceived

ILcademic Ability would participate on the new task in rela-

tion to their relative ranking in their classroom, we might

have some confidence that the explanation orovided by this

theory was suitable for the classroom situation.

If Perceived Academic Ability functions like General

Performance Characteristics it helps account for patterns

of consistent low achievement across a variety of subjects

seen especially in students of low social status. lore

important, we could apply what we have learned about the

manipulation of expectations stemming from status charac-

teristics to alter general expectations for competence or

incompetence in the classroom. Several studies have shown



that general expectations stemming from status characteris-

tics may be offset by having the low status person demonstrate

competence on two new interrelated performances (Freese

Cohen, 1972; Cohen, );oper et al, 1972). The work with race

as a status characteristic has been called xpectation

Training. The use of this theoretical framework to treat

expectations would call for the treatment of the expectations

held by the lo achiever, the expectations for the low

achiever's performance held by other students and by the

teacher.

ilnother way to short-circuit the self-fulfilling

prophecy which may be derived from this framework is a direct

attack on the belief system of the teachers and the students.

We may modify the belief that there is a single human ability

dimension ranging from "smart" to "dumb," so that poor

performance in a few schoolroma tas1P is felt to imply that

a person has a low general ability.

We could also interfere with the evaluation process

by changing the reward structure. Individuals could be

evaluated on their progress they are making cowpared to their

own baseline rather than a competitive reward structure which

defines the situation, as necessarily having students with

high grades and high achievement and students with low

grades and low achievement.

2inally we could vary the tasks in the classroom, so

students could display a much broader range of abilities to
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each other than traditional verbal academic ability.
In review, this experiment is designed to examine the

operation of expectations based on 2erceived Academic

Ability in classrooms in a new task fitting the specifi-
cations of the theory of status Characteristics, Ceneral
2erformance Characteristics and ,xpectation States. If

it can be shown that expectations for L'erceived Lcademi.c

Ability held by the student himself and by classiAates for
the student iill influence a performance on a new non-

academic task, cm iill have some confidence th designing

classroom experiments based on this theory. lie xyill have

identified iperceived Academic Ability as a good instance

of a Ceneral j'erformance Characteristic.
The hypotheses to be tested are derived from the

theory: Group members who have higher rank on the General

Performance Characteristic will be more active on a new

task (irrelevant to previous performance) than will those
who have a lower rank on the General 2erformance Charac-

teristic.
The Task; SLaulation Came

The criterion task for the proposed experiment has

especial interest because it xlas an adaptation of a typical
classroom simulation game, Seal hunting. The use of a

simulation game extends the "field setting" theme of this

study by providing an authentic situation in cihich general-
ized academic performance characteristics may operates To
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date, research in 2erformance Characteristic Theory has

been confined to laboratory settings where conditions and

tasks have been strictly controlled. 'ibis study is aimed

at the discontinuity between the "exact but synthetic"
laboratory setting and the "less controlled but natural"
setting of the classroom. Lhough not the primary interest

of this study, a secondary concern will be to study the

operation of a simulation game in the light of Performance

Characteristic Theory.

37 definition, sLaulation galaes closely resemble the

theoretical scooe conditions believed necessary to acti-

vate a General performance Characteristic, Simulation games

usually involve group decision-making. They are a recent

innovation and, as a result 1,1any schools have not yet

introduced thein to their students. 1 pon their introduc-

tion to a simulation game, it is likely that children would
not identify a s)ecific performance characteristic Ilith
expected performance in the game. :lather, we suggest that

the prevailing power and prestige order of students along

the pert ormance characteristic of Perceived i).cademic Ability

may come into play and affect the differential performance

of players of the game.

Some writers have claimed that the powerful, entertain-

ing, relevant and .i.lotivating qualities of problem-solving

simulations offer a rare chance for slow and bright children

to work together effectively (Ingraham, 1067). Irom the point

of view of Performance Characteristic Theory, this claim must

be considered non sequitar until it can be tested enpirically.

ii



The first objective of this study was to determine to
what extent performance expectations, steauning from the

General 'Perf ormance Characteristic of Perceived ,',.cademic

,biLity (ipiLii), diffuse into small croups playing a non-

academic and non-intellectual simulation game, thereby

affecting the observed power and prestige order emergent

in the group task.
The second objective of the study was to determine

if one' s task related performance in the group task is set
at an absolute level, depending on his assicned oosition
on the General Performance Characteristic, or whether the

effects of one's academic status are relative to the par-
ticular positions on the perforuiance characteristic of
others in the group.

iiriefly, the general design of the experiment was as
follows; There were two conditions referred to as ia. and ;.).

Condition was made up of 20 four-man groups composed of

boys ranked Jih and 1ediurn on Perceived i',.cademic

There were two boys of each rank in each group. In Condition

the four-man groups were composed of to members of High

Perceived il.cademic £1.bility and two of Low 2erceived iicademic

a)ility. Perceived Academic s',.bility is an indicator of the

ranking of the individual on the General Performance Charac-

teristic. The groups play a game of Seal ilunting which is

designed to .meet the theoretical specifications of suffici-
ent conditions for the activation of expeCtations f lowinc
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from the General eerformance C..laracteristic. The dependent

variable is the power and prestige order emergin3 as the

groups play the game. This bower and prestige order is

indicated by the amount of task-related verbal initiation
1.1ade by each member- of a group. io hy?otheses were

tested
la. .iolding constant social power, PLV:. subjects

will have higher initiation rates than ..edium PLY,. subjects

when they work together in a group. (Condition

lb. llolding constant social D o er , ediurn PZL. subjects

will have higher initiation rates than Low jILI. subjects when

they xiork together in a group: (Condition 1,)

2. Subjects with ..edium L. in Condition will have

higher initiation rates than subjects with hedium P III. in

Condition

iziefly, the steps of the procedure were as follows :
2irst, boys. in junior high school social studies classrooms
rank-ordered themselves and their male classmates along the

separate continua of Perceived i'cadeidic Z1.bility and Social

2ower.

Second, four-man groups, composed of boys from the

same classes, were selected from pre-existing classrooms

and assigned to the to conditions. Two 1:tigh ?id.. boys

and two ,,edium rli. boys were assi3ned to groups for

13
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Condition L't. Two ladium N.A. boys and two Low IN.L. boys were

assigned to groups for Condition

Third, each four-man group played a new simulation

game, Seal hunt The game lasted about 30 minutes. Each

session was video-taped and analyzed to determine the power

and prestige order as measured by the number of task-related
speeches each iaember contributed to a group.

Selection of Subjects

The subjects were 156 Caucasian seventh and eichth

grade boys from 35 diff erent social studies c lasses in two

middle class suburban schools. ;.3, controllinz on race, social

class, sex and age the effects of diffuse status character-
istics were :linimized. Z,ny boy designated by his records

or by his teacher as being mentally retarded was not included

in the sample.

Subjects ere ranked on the General 2erf ormance Char-

acteristic of Perceived i.cademic ,'Lbility; within each class,
members rank ordered themselves in terms of "school ability."
(rookover, 1962, 1965 and 1967). ,::ach subject was shown

a list of his male classmates and then asked to list the
top three and the bottom three boys in terms of "school

ability." The combined ratings for each boy x.yere tabulated

in rank order form and the top (i.igh i?iiiL) and bottoin

(Low three boys in each class were identified. Boys

receiving little or no mention from their classmates were
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identified as "medium" (...edium IN,L). The results of this
measurement revealed an extremely high degree of agreement

between students on the relative ranking of individuals as
well as asreement between students and teachers.

The use of the theory of General ilerformance Charac-

teristics required (1) that subjects have no specific
experience with this new task and (2) that the effects
ofpower a.s opposed to achievement or perfomance status be

controlled. Controlling the first factor was relatively
easy; neither school hag used simulation games.

40-tctut
Controlling for power, on the other hand, was Imre

complicated. 1or purposes of this study power is defined
as ability to inf luence others derived from sources other
than academic competence. Gold (195L) identif ied 1 7

sources of social power among elementary school children;

ranking was determined by one's position on any one or more

of these dimensions. Lippett and associates (195L) measured

power along five dimensions and found that the combined index

correlated highly with the single criterion of projected
group inf luence "Uho is best at gettin others to do what
he wants them to do?" In a later study Lippett and Cold
(1959) reduced the index to four dLiensions, the first
three (expertnes s , aff ec t , coc.rc ibility ) independent ly and

significantly correlating with the fourth (social power).

Since social power appears to Ix a unidimensional char-

acteristic despite the fact that it may be derived from a

15
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variety of sources we simply asked the subjects to identify
the top and bottom three members in their class: "Ilho in

your class is most able to get others to do thinss?" and
"Who in your class is least able to get others to do things?"
Alakings for social power were determined in the same way as

for Perceived Academic "ihe research design called

for the use of boys who had been ranked as High, L.edium or

Low on Perceived Lcadelaic iLbility, but who would be relatively

equal in social power. Therefore, only subjects iho had been

ranked as ,..edium on the social power dimension were used in

the study.

Steps were taken to guarantee the correspondence between

self-attributed and other-attributed status on the two socio-
metric measures. The decision to use subjects xlho showed

general agreement between the ratings they gave themselves

and the average rating given them by their peers is based
upon previous research findings which indicate that both
sources (self and other), when considered separately, are
significant determiners of individual behavior (rookover,
19G2, 1965 and 19G7; iischel and Staub, 1%5),

Cases where there xias a wide disparity between an individual's

self rating and his averase rating resulted in the elimination
of that person from the sample. L'arenthetically, le found
surprisingly few cases lhere a child's self rating disagreed
considerably with the average rating given him by his peers

(about 30 out of over 600 cases).

16
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Criterion Task; Seal l'untinr,

Under the two conditions of the experiment, each four-

man team par t icipat ed in the simulation calae, Seal Hunting,

which as developed under the direction of Jerome S. :,rumer
of hiarvard.

Participants in Seal :,unting play the role of 2,skiraos
attempting to survive in a hostile environment by catching
seals. The game is a board game x,thich simulates the chance

and cognitive elements that determine success at hunting
seals. The game requires a series of decisions as to which
ice holes on the board should be "harpooned" in search of
sea ls 2or the experiment , the came clas modif led from it s

published form to make it a cooperative problem-solving

task. In pretests, the modified version of the came demon-

strated that it met the conditions xihich the theory specifies
as sufficient for the activation of General Performance Char-
acteristics in new task situations.

i",n important requirement of the theory is that the
criterion task have decisions activating differential eval-
uation processes among participants. To accomplish this,

the interdependence of players has been increased by restrict-
ing, to group decisions, those choices of xihere to hunt seals,
which ice holes to harpoon, and by establishing, group goals

of survival and the attainment of the highest team score
among all teams participating. It was believed that these
constraints, in addition to the instructions that some
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strategies are distinctly better than others, clould produce

a situation where players would be forced to evaluate each

other's competence when arriving at the best possible strategy.
The game is sufficiently different from Iprevious class-

room experiences that specific expectations for competence

derived from previous classroom performance are likely to
be irrelevant. The non-academic nature of the game is criti-
cal. 'I'he nature of the game, hunting seals, and the simplict-

ity of its rules iere deemed sufficient to guard against it
being recognized as an intellectual or academic group task.
Quizzes on the rules given during the pre-tests showed that
individual players lhad rio diff iculty understanding the rules.

The procedural steps within the basic design of this
experiment are diagraimaed in :igure 1.

..EZSIZI.E.. T 2TIOC JDL1S

Treatment of Data from the Game

Videotape recordings yere made of each team as it

played the ['Arne.- The recording madc of each team clas then

played back to a trained observer who scored the task-related
verbal acts of each player. The scoring system, a illodified

iiales scheme, categorizes task acts into four types: per-

f ormance outputs, action opportunities, posit ive evaluations

and negative evaluations, ',for the purpose of this study,
the four types of task acts ere combined into one over-
all index of gross initiation.

18
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The observers were three graduate students trained

in the use of the scoring system. L.t the end of the train-
ing Deriod each observer independently scored the same

practice tape. Total initiation scores for subjects in
the practice tape were compared across observers and analyzed

accordinc to a chi-square statistic. ribe observer's data

yeilded a chi square of 2.21., df = 6. 'ihe probability
that this difference occurD lychance is estimated to be
above Throughout the actual scoring period, every
fourth group was independently scored by all three obser-
vers. These reliability checks all yielded probabilities
above,75 that the disaareement between observers as due
to chanc e.
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II:1St:1AS

The logic of the design and the hypotheses calls for

the f o llowing comparisons 1

1 . Uithin each condition and I7ithth each groun, the

initiation rate of subjects lith a higher rank

on -1.32..A. must be coLipared with the initiation rate

of members iith a lower rank,
2. A :6etween-Condition comparison must be made of

2AA subjects who are relatively lor rank-

ing in Condition A and high ranking in Condition 1.

These comparisons will be made using the rank order

of meiabers within a grow and the percentage of task acts

contributed by each subject to his group.
Finally a comparison of the total number of acts in

Conditions A and will be made in order to test the sim-

ilarity of output. In order to show that initiation rates
are a function of one' s relative standing on 2Li. rather than

a function of absolute behavioral differences of people

having different ranks on 2Z,A, it must be -lhown that the

groups in the two conditions are equally active at the

task.

Rank Order Anallypis of Initintion

There were 39 four-man groups, 20 in Condition I,. and

19 in Condition :.; 'illa;) rank order analysis confirmed the

hypotheses concerning the association of relative initiation
rates with relative standing on PAL,.

20
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The four players in each group Imre rank ordered on

relative number of task-related acts contributed to the

group. The player who contributed the most acts received

rank one; the player who contributed the second most acts

was ranked second; etc. )5r combining all cxoups within each

condition, one can determine the frequency and probability

of a group in a given condition having a member of a eiven

status holding top rank.

In Condition 2Ail. subjects are much more likely

than ,,edium PM. subjects to hold the top rank (in 17 out

of 20 groups). Similarly in Condition the L .edium

subjects are much raore likely to hold the top rank than

Low PM. subjects (15 out of 1: groups). :.'urthermore,

comparison of the rank position of the medium Pi,A subjects

between conditions shows that they are much more likely to

hold top rnak in Condition than in Condition L. (15 out

of 19 groups vs.. 3 out of 20 Groups). See Table 1.

ZI.nalys is o f Perc enta ,e of 11.ct s Contributed by .eraber s

Rank order comparisons can be misleading when the

actual differences between subjects' performances are
narrow. In order to examine the size of the discrepancy
between players on initiation rate, the percentage of
all task-related acts contributed by each group member
to the group total as calculated. Summing these indi-

vidual percentages across groups and dividing by their
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number sives the mean percentage of acts contributed by

given tyDes of Oubjects within each condition. (See Tab 1'6 2)

'fable 2 presents the means of the percentages of acts
initiated by type of subject within each condition. 2,ach

pair of the same level .eAA subjects was ranked and divided

into Thigh Active" and "Lou Active" depending on their

relative standing on task initiation. The column under

"i.ean .0ercentage of Acts," gives the a,'erage percentage

of initiation contributed by the subjects for each activity
category for each value of PAA. by condition. 2or example,

the average percentage of acts contributed by more active

Eigh PAL\ subjects in Condition A. (35.1%) is considerably

higher than that contributed by less active High PAA sub-

jects (22.19%).

The data provided by Table 2 allows another test of

the hypothesis that subjects ith higher rank on PAA will
contribute more task related acts than their teamates
who have a lower PAA. In Condition A for the more active

subjects, iiigh PAA players contributed a mean percentage

of 35.1% of all group acts while I.Ledium 2/1A. subjects con-

tributed, on the average, 25.9% of their groups' total.
Similarly, for less active subjects, Kish PAA. players con-

tributed a higher percentage of acts (22.2'4) than did

the 1.,edium Pia subjects (154%).

In Condition it is also true that the mean per-
centage of acts contributed by the subjects with relatively
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higher PAA is greater than that contributed by those with

relatively lower .12M, for each activity category. i.edium
2 2

M. players contributed on the average 221. of the teams' acts

while their lower status teammates (Low IWO accounted
Q,

for 1-776% of the acts.

In each condition, when both activity categories are

combined, the average percentace of acts contributed by
each higher status player to his team' s effort is larger
:than the average

(-2-2-79`/. for

contributed by a lower status player
.1.-)AA subjects vs. 20.610 for ,.edium

subjects in Condition A and 27 . GY. for L.edium -2AA subjects

vs. 22.5I. for Low subjects in Condition
Comparison of uean Percentar,es of Acts between Conditions

The means of the percentaGes of acts initiated by
different status levels for differing activity rates allow
several statistical comparisons to be made. I7igure 2 makes

these comparisons clear.

This graphic presentation shows the differences
between the performance of the more and less active

i.edium ?AA subjects in Condition A. compared to Condition

I, In addition, the c,raph shows the similarity between the

performance of the relatively high status subjects in
Condition A iiith those of relatively high status in Con-
dition The same pattern of similarity in activity r-ates
between conditions can be noted for those of relatively low

status position.
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Controlling for the other factors which might affect
performance, it was hypothesized that the difference in

the behavior of Le,dium 1?AA players between Conditions A

and 1. could be accounted for by the differential reaction
of this type of subject to the perceived academic status of
his teammates. It was expected that when 1,edium 2AA. sub-

jects were the low status players in Condition A teams,
their average percentage of acts contributed could be
significantly less than the average for 1.:edium I'A.2%. sub-

jects in Condition where they were the high status

players.

A randomized test for two independent samples

(t-test) was used to compare the difference between con-

ditiOns in the mean percentag6 of all acts initiated in
each group by i.edium 2A.A. subjects.1 Coraparisons were

made for all the .:edium PAA subjects in each condition

and for i:edium PAA subjects separated by activity rateL;.

Table 3 reports the results of these statistical tests.
These statistical tests illustrate vihat tias pointed

out in -1.i3ure 1 1 Regardless of activity rates, subjects of
1..edium PAA. xlere significantly more active tit-len teamed with

boys of Low PAA than when teamed with boys of :J.& ?AA .

In review, the results of the analysis illustrate the
effect on initiation rates of the rank on NA relative to
the rank of other group members.

ls. Siegal.on-Parametric Statistics for the Lehavioral
Sciences, 1;eu York; igGraw-Hill, 1956, p. 152.
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Similarity Letween Conditions

iJefore we can accept the above conclusions about the

effects of generalized academic performance expectations,

it must be shown that differences in subjects' performances

between conditions mere not a function of qualitative dif-

ferences between the two conditions.

The simplest way to show the similarity between Con-

ditions A. and j is to compare the average team performance

between conditions. Table 4 shows the results,of this com-

parison using a randomized test for two independent samples

(t-test).

There is no significant difference between the average

number of acts initiated by teams in Condition A (3L5.4)

and teams in Condition D (376.3). Since the average num-

ber of initiated acts for teams in each condition is nearly

the same, differences in mean percentage of acts contributed

by given types of subjects represent absolute as well as

relative differences in performance.

The finding that teams in each condition performed

similarly is further strengthened by the data shown in

Table 5. Disregarding the perceived academic ability of

subjects, a statistic comparison was made between condi-

tions of the mean percentage of total group acts for each

rank order position. In terms of mean percentages of total

group acts, there were no differences in the way subjects in

a particular rank order behaved in Condition A when compared
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iith simi.larly ranked subjects in Condition 13.

Finally, the similarity of conditions is supported

by data in Table 6. riolding the level of activity and aca-

demic status constant, comparisons were made across condi-

tions. There are no significant differences in mean per-

centages of total group acts between subjects who held the

same academic status position relative to their teammates

on teams in Condition A as compared to those in Condition

.J 1.or example, the mean percentage of team acts initi-

ated by the mnore active High subjects in Condition A

did not differ significantly from that of the more active

i,edium PM sub jects who held the higher state of the gen-

eral performance characteristic in Condition L.

The finding of no signif icant differences in per-

centage of acts initiated is consistent for all other

comparisons made between conditions of players holding

relatively higher and lower PLIA rank within their teams.

Ii T TATIOi.

The results are consistent with the hypothesis that

when diffuse status characteristics and social power are

controlled, performance expectations, stemming from the

General 2erformance Characteristic of perceived Academic

Ability, act like a diffuse status characteristic in af-

fecting the emergent poer and prestige order in a four-man

group of junior high school boys. In this case the boys
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were engaged in a new group task considerably different

from tasks where 2erceived Academic Ability would function

as a reasonable predictor of performance.

Of especial significance is the comparison shoing

the students of ,tedium 2AA. were significantly more active

when combined with Low 2AA subjects than when they worked

with High 2AA subjects. This finding implies that a person

with this rank will behave significantly differently, depend-

ing on the state of his. partners. It appears that per-

formance expectaLons do not function in such a way that

assignment on the General 2erformance Characteristic indi-

cates an absolute level of performance in a new setting

(as if GPC were a characteristic of the individual), but

indicates a level of performance relative to the status

comparisons in the work group. This interpretation is

further strengthened by the finding of no significant dif-

ferences in activity levels between the to conditions.

In its adaptation for this study, Seal T:lunting proved

to be a strictly non-intellectual activity. negardless of

condition, the trained observers were struck by the general

lack of intellectual discussion that might have aided teams

in the capture of seals and the tendency of players to

ignore the useful information mede available to them in

the game's instructions. Typically, teams in both condi-

tions played the simulation game without the use of any

particular rationale. This observation, coupled with the
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data showing no significant difference in the performance

of teams between conditions, strengthens the contention

that those subjects who contributed more of their team's

acts did so not because the game favored their higher IQ

sooree Mat we have is a new task which is irrelevant to

commonly accepted classroom skills or academic intelli-

gence; yet those members of the group who are higher in

perceived academic ability are far more active in the came

than those who are lower.

The irrelevance of the game to classroom performance

expectations was further increased by the conditions under

which it was played in the experiment. 2ach four-man group

left its social studies classroom and reported as an indi-

vidual team to a utility room, normally not used for instruc-

tional purposes. The room had none of the trappings usually

associated with a typical junior high school classroom.

Except for the video recording apparatus, whiCh was kept

at a distance, the only other furnishincs were four chairs

and a came table. The players were introduced to the game

by a tape recording which explained that a company, which

made games for children their age, simply wanted to know if

the game were engaging enough to warrant its production

and marketing. The boys were told by the experimenter to

relax and to enjoy this chance to "skip class." It was

believed that the mere fact that the came was run in the

school setting, even thouch not iv a classroom, would be



enough to activate expectations for performance based on

the General l'erformance Characteristics of L'erceived Aca-

demic Ability. The results of the experiment strongly sup-

port this assumption.

LIPLICATIOLS

The most impressive and perhaps distressing finding

for educators is that generalized academic performance

expectations act like a diffuse status characteristic or a

general performance characteristic in affecting the per-

formance (power and prestise order) of children engaged

in a new school task--a task which in this case was irrele-

vant to normal academic skills and classroom routine. here

is a Ceneral :erformance Characteristic created in the in-

dependent task settins of the classroom which behaves just

as if it had been constructed by an experimenter under

laboratory control. Considering the length or time and

opportunity these children had to learn about each other,

the fact that they could behave as if the only thing they

knew about each other was Perceived Academic Ability is

fairly shocking., Perhaps this is because conventional

classrooms in the junior high school do not provide too

great a variety of experience where children can see the

many different talents and abilities each possesses.

Implications for classroom performance are not plea-

sant to contemplate. One may infer that cxcitins new
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curricular tasks such as gaae simulation, no matter how

different from conventional curriculum, are very likely to

be affected by general performance exoectations for compe-

tence and incompetence built up through classroom inter-

action. The contention, made earlier, that simulation

games may offer a rare chance for the "bricht" and the

"slow" student to work together effectively is simply not

supported. Thus, we cannot look to purely curricular solu-

tions to the problem of the inactive, failing student.

Another important finding of the study was that the

junior high school boys in the sample were clearly able to

differentiate classmates on at least three levels of 2er-

ceived Academic Ability (_iich, 'Ledium and Low). An

extremely high decree of agreement was found betweerl stu-

dents, as well as agreement between students and teachers,

on the relative ranking of individuals. The results of the

experiment indicate that these three relative rank orders

represent actual differentials in performance expectations

which, when activated, affect correspondi_c differentials

in individual performance at new group tasks. Previous

literature on the self-fulfillinc prophecy stresses the

importance of expectations held by the teacher. This study

shows that expectations held by other students and by the

person himself can trigcer a self-fulfilling prophecy.

To be sure, the middle class and suburban character

of the subjects of the experiment may limit generalization
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about the effect of Generalized acadamic performance expec-

tations to similar type ipopulations. The sources of class-

room status may be quite different in inter-urban or rural

populations. Additionally, academic reputation may not be

as significant a source of status in schools less tradi-

tional in curriculum and classroom organization. Ihe two

junior hiGh schools chosen for the experiment were ones in

which the General .erformance Characteristic of 2erceived

Academic Ability would most likely operate. In both schools

a large majority (70.4)0,) of the pupils eventually Go on

to college. One of the schools had a social studies class

especially reserved for academically advanced students. The

social studies classes, from which subjects were drawn,

appeared to be traditionally academic content-oriented and

were operated as closed classrooms.

Granted that Generalized academic performance expec-

tations do affect performance at new school tasks, what

featuresof the classroom can be inferred as responsible for

the emerGence of general expectations for academic compe-

tence or incompetence? have chosen the evaluation

process in the classroom as one of the critical pre-con-

ditions for thp emersence of the General Performance Char-

acteristic of ilerceived Academic Ability. There are several

ways in which classroom evaluation procedures make it gen-

erally known what level of performance is to be expected

tr)1
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from each child. One way is the much-discussed method of

ability grouping which publicly labels the child according

to specific expectations for his performance in reading or

math or is sometimes used as a general label as in tracking

systems.

Studies of ability grouping indicate that the practice

has consequences far beyond academic achievement. Teachers

in such system tend to develoP more rigid opinions concern-

ing individual differences in children; they divide children

into types--the bright, the average and the dull. loreover,

these are thought of as enduring immutable, unchangeable,

unassailable attributes of the children (ackman and Se-

cord, 1966). A study of the parallel practice in lxitish

Schools finds that streamed schools overemphasize competi-

tion while in unstreamed schools, children were more coop-

erative and helpful toward each other (Jackson, 1964).

A third source of expectations is the general perfor-

mance expectations created by competition within the class-

room. In some extreme cases of low abilit grouping or very

low status classroom, this competitive element is probably

absent. 2,ven if the teacher has these norms in mind, there

are enough children who do not perceive this dimension of

school "smartness" as relevant or important so that the

process essentially fails to ope2:ate. 1,ut in typical class-

room settings, the competitive model underlying so many

classroom tasks provokes frequent social comparisons along

r34)
ox.d
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a relatively simple dimension of perceived ability. Stu-

dents making these comparisons are ;rot thinking of a set

of specific and uncorrelated competencies but are making a

specific success or failure as continuing evidence for one's

place along the underlying general dimension of competence.

The identification of sources of performance expec-

tations in the classroom suggests a way that the current-

ly narrow notion of perceived ability may be broadened. If

it can be determined that the competitive tone of most class-

rooms is a source of performance expectations, what strate-

gies can be suggested to lessen the impact of the competi-

tive model? Gne strategy might be to decrease the role of

the teacher as an evaluator, making him more of a resource

person. The elimination of both grades and public reci-

tations might also be recominended. The strategy may call for

the development of educational tasks which involve many dif-

ferent kinds of skills. Within these new tasks, allowance

would be made for increased interaction opportunities be-

tween individuals so that they may come to recognize that

both they and their classmates possess many different talents

and abilities.
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FIGuaz 2

pLEAL. PERCEI.TAGZ OF ACTS ILITIATED a MOR LESS
ACTME kiEvLIJER OF EACH STATLS 2idn% a COI.DITIOL

COI.DITICL A.

35.1

25.9

///

15.6

29.1

Higivied. High ked. All
PAA.1 Pia], 1.12 i2 High

PLA

Status and Activity Rank of ioys

COLDITIOL

32.9

27.5

22.0

2145

22.5

20.6

17.6

All ried. Low hed Low All All
PAA1 PLA4 PLA2 PAA2 ifled. Low

PAL.' PLA PAA

PAA (more active)

1 viedium PAA. (more active)

1'71 High PAA (less active)

Iv,edium PAA (less active)

Status and Activity Rank of boys

Li pLedium PAA (more active)

P7-74 Low PAA (more active)

I---T jedium PAA (less active)

LOW V;,i,(less active)
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1

20-iwILITY. 02 EAC1_ STiaECT

L 172,1L, CT? i'AL. :AUL.

CCi.DITIOi L.

1.edi um Ph.A.

lumber of Lumber of
Rank in Croms Croups
Group "(Z'rbbabiltty) (i!robability)

1 or 1.5 17 (U) .4 (19)

2 or 2.5 9 (45) 11 (55)

3 or 3.5 10 (50) 10 (50)

4 4 (21) 15 (79)

Rank in
Group

COLJTTIOL

Pledium 2/3,1 Low Nu%

Lumber of ,umber of
Groups Groups

(Aobability) (Probability)
11010

1 or 1.5 15 (79) 4 (21)

2 or 2.5 10 (53) 9 (47)

3 or 3.5 7 (37) 12 (63)

4 6 (32) 13 (66)

Lumber of Groups does hot add to 20 because of ties.
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TABLE 2

hEA.1. PERCEiTAGE OF TOTAL GROUP ACTS IiiITIATED BY

EACH LEVEL OF PERCEIVED ACADLIIC ABILITY , FOR T110 COL:D IT IOPS

TiOLD LIM THE LEVEL OF ACTIVITY COESTAET

2erceived r Lean Total % of
Activity Academic Percentage i. Group Acts

Level Ability of Acts of Groups Contributed
by Each
Status Pair

Condition A

High iagh PAA.

igedium PAA

Low iligh pm.

redium PAA.

Combined nean of High
Ac tivity PM

Levels
rean of hedium

PM.

35. 10 20

25. 94 20

22 . 19 20

15. 35 20

29. 14 20 58 .2t,

20. 63 20 41 . 29

Condition B

High radium PAA 32. 65 19

Low PAA 27. 46 19

Low etedium i'AA 22. 04 19

Low iDAA 17. 59 19

Combined I Lean of r,edium 27. 45 19 54..1)9
Act ivity MA
Levels

hean of Low PAA 22. 52 19 45 . 05

1: of subjects in Condition A = 60
1. of subjects in Condition L = 4476
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TA.L,LE 3

RALDOrLIZATIOi.: TEST FOR TWO Ii.D3'..PEADEVE SANPLES

plat. PERCEi.:TAGES OF GROUP Ii,ITIATIOA. COLTRIBUTED kLORE

Ai.D LESS ACTIVE SULJECTS 02 iEDILvi PERCEIVED A.CADElIC

AitILITY L. THE TWO COLDITIOLS

Condit ions
Compared

t score

viore Active Less Active
r1ediuin 2/1A riediuin

All
hed il/ka

A X *i; -3.595* -3.447* -3.740*

r;ote: Scores are based on 20 more active and 20 less
active iedium Pilits in Condition /0 and 19 more
and 19 less active rLediurn PA/Ls in Condition L.

.A.1) < .005 for one tailed test
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TAIsLiE 4

Rii.i:DOnIZATIOi: TEST FOR T110 SAL12LES:

i.'/RAGi. i.UrtiIR 02 ACTS IIITIATZD 13Y TEAL'S

Average
i.umber
of Acts

Condition Condition t- score
143. Li. X B

365 . 376.3 0.254 (n.s.)

Lote% Scores are based on 20 teams in Condition A. and
1 9 teams in Condition
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TALLE 5

RAirDOeLIZED TEST FOR TUO SL.1.2LES;

PERCEI:TAGES OF TOTAL GROUP ACTS COA:TRIBUTED BY

EACH RALK ORDER POSITIOL, REGARDLESS OF PERCEIVED

ACADErLIC STATUS, ',CROSS COi:DITIOLS

Comparisons

Average %
of Acts Initiated

by Each Rank t -score

1

Condition A Condition 1.;

Itank 1 Rank 1
(36.1) vs (35.2) -0.694

2 Rank 2 flank 2
(27.6) vs (27.3) -0.461

3 Rank 3 Rank 3
(21.9) vs (22.0) -0.143

4 Rank 4 Rank 4
(14.3) vs (15.4) -0.773

Level of
Signif icant
Diff erences

n. s .

n. s .

n s .

i:otel There are 20 subjects in each rank in Condition A; and
19 subjects in each rank in Condition D.
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TA.BLE 6

TEST FOR TUO Ii:DE2ELDELT SA1.41.3LES:

e.EAE PERCE1.TAGE 02 TOTAL GROUP ACTS IiMATED 13Y EACH LEVEL OF

PEP,CEIVED ACADEi.LIC ABILITY, ACROSS COi.DITIOLS, HOLDIEG THE

LEVEL OF ACTIVITY Cal.STLa

Activity
Comparisons Level Group s

Level of
Significant

t-score Differences

1

2

3

4

5

6

Condition
1.

Condition

Llizh nigh i3AL. ric,c1 ium
(35.1) ; (32.9)

1,edium PAZI. Low 1.3L'i.

(25,9) (27.5)

-1.430 n.s.

-0.705 n.s.

Low High PAA r,edium
(22.2) vs (22.0) -0.063

riedium PAYL Low PAA
(15,4) vs (17.6)

Average of
all

Hist)
(29.1)

Average of
n11

1.iccliyva

(20A)

Average of
a 1 1

1 3C-d

-1.294 n.s.

vs (27.5) -0,943

Average of
a I I

Low
(22,5)

n.s.

-1.049 n.s,
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